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Gravel Rug

Gravel Rug

Conveying a sense of nature and celebrating natural materials, the Gravel Rug combines
undyed wool fibres with an unexpected weaving technique that brings depth and complexity
to the design.

Product Type

Looking to nature and its endless offerings, the Gravel Rug, designed by Nina Bruun for

Rug

Menu, represents the values that make a house a home: warm, welcoming and comfortable.
Crafted with care from natural wool fibres, up close its soft loops—alternating in size—

Environment

evoke the feeling of walking on a pebbled beach, but from far away the surface of the rug

Indoor

appears to ripple like a cornfield swaying with the wind. The tactile surface is achieved using
a technique whereby tonal wool yarns of varying sizes are looped into tufts. The natural

Dimensions (cm / in)

material softens the rug’s overall expression, which will work in any context, from private

Small

homes to public spaces.

W: 170 cm / 66,9"
L: 200 cm / 78,7"

About the Designer
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Holding a Master’s degree in Furniture and Spatial Design from The Royal Danish Academy
Large

of Design, Nina Bruun’s work as a designer has earned her a Red Dot Design Award and

W: 200 cm / 78,7"

representation in the permanent collection at the Museum of Arts and Design in New York.

L: 300 cm / 118,1"

She opened her consultancy in Copenhagen in 2016 and together with her team works across
product design, visual identity and trend forecasting. Her innate understanding of form

Colours

and uncompromising approach to quality results in lasting designs touched with deeper

Grey

meaning. Her work has featured in titles such as Wallpaper, Le Figaro, The Herald Tribune

Ivory

and Design Milk.

W: 170 cm / 66,9"

W: 200 cm / 78,7"

Gravel Rug
Technical Specifications

L: 200 cm / 78,7"

L: 300 cm / 118,1"

Production Process

Materials

Test

The Rug is Hand Woven with Undyed natural

Wool, Cotton, 4200 GSM

TBA

Colour Code

Certifications

N/A

BS5287, BS4790

Gloss

Packaging Type

N/A

Bale, wrapped in plastic.

Weight item (kg)

Packaging Measurement (H * W * D)

14,3 kg

TBA

wool and Cotton edges

25,2 kg
Care Instructions
This Product is for indoor use only. Avoid
using in damp areas such as basements,
bathrooms and k itchens. Do not pull the
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Design Elements. Keep away from sharp
objec ts and open f ire Exposure to direc t
sunlight may result in color fading.

Gravel Rug

Gravel Rug, 170x200, Grey
5850139

Gravel Rug, 200x300, Grey
5851139

Gravel Rug, 170x200, Ivory
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5850649

Gravel Rug, 200x300, Ivory
5851649

